I am sure we have all heard how COVID‐19 apparently knows no boundaries nor borders. Yet bordering practices, be they internal or external, seem to be a crucial part of the epidemiological responses to the pandemic. Moreover, although diseases do not acknowledge our social constructions, such as gender, class, race or nationality, their reach and impact are truly filtered by these. Social divisions might not be important when faced by the virus, but they have certainly had consequences that go way beyond mere language. Indeed, not everybody has the same socio‐economic preconditions or physical needs and therefore an egalitarian confinement hits unevenly, and it eventually leads to infringements among more vulnerable groups.

Under these circumstances, it becomes crucial to review what societal 'truths' the current crisis reveals, what collective responses are drawn from this and what moral boundaries and borders are set. The virus does not create these inequalities, it rather tends to exacerbate them. After all, while some people can stroll in their backyards, others are forced to share a bedroom flat with five others. Not surprisingly, incipient studies show how certain neighbourhoods have been policed more than others. Consequently, how society interprets people's actions and reacts to them contains the seed for further social divisions, or perhaps for fresh cohesive projects. Capitalism might produce unequal livelihood opportunities, and to some extent a differing exposure to disease and insecurity through, for instance, work out of home. Yet it is this set of universalist policies and discourses, all of which are blind to inequality, that confers, among other features, a racist character to the overall policing of confined behaviour.

As argued time and again, crises are inextricably about change and rupture. In a world where borders seemed to vanish and the nation‐state lost power, these recent developments are a sign that transformations are taking place in the geo‐political field. However, there is no clear causality to these shifts. Our understanding of the origins of the disease and what future actions need to be taken are fundamentally the results of discursive struggles over meaning, as well as the implementation of policies and policing. It is therefore urgent to analyse these alterations, and more importantly, to grasp what societal and political projects are emerging from this. Although the responses in different countries have been varied, common patterns are arising. In general, we see how calls for social (national) cohesion dovetail with new more invasive means of surveillance of the social body as well as the policing of dissidence.

The issue is that of keeping an eye on the transformations the COVID‐19 affair will entail in the long term. The remedy of the bordering practices that we are now seeing runs the risk of effectively harming the social body in substantial ways. Our immunological reaction -- like policing and bordering of infected areas and peoples, while ignoring their different social conditions and needs -- might end up creating areas of ground glass that will finally cause the so‐called democratic system to fail.
